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What are Social Bicycles?
Smart-Bikes
We’ve pioneered the smart-bike approach to bike share, which puts all
the lock technology on the bike rather than an expensive smart-dock.

Integrated Mobility
The Social Bicycles approach allows local smartcards to be tied to user
accounts, enabling seamless transit mobility.

Flexible Locking
Our smart-bike enables true A to B connectivity by allowing users to lock
to any city bike rack for a nominal fee.

Web and Mobile Software
Social Bicycles enables bike reservation through web, mobile, and
directly onboard the bike. Riders can share ride data on social networks.

Cost Savings
Capital costs are a fraction of dock-based bike share. The system results
in a more efficient operation and generates increased revenue.

$

Industry Leading Analytics
The Social Bicycles platform allows cities to leverage the big data our
smart-bike system generates. This enables actionable planning on a
corridor by corridor basis.
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Customer Overview

What is a smart-bike?
Keypad lock

Grip bell

Rust and corrosion
resistant aluminium frame
with stainless steel components

Front basket
with ad panel

Comfort seat
Sponsorship
and branding
space

Reliable and
intuitive braking

Step-through
frame

Front light
Full fenders

Integrated Rear Lighting

Hub brakes

RFID/NFC Reader
Real-Time GPS/Accelerometer

Puncture-resistant
Kevlar tires

LCD Screen and KeyPad
Solar and Rider Powered
Three or eight-speed
internally geared hubs

Kickstand

All components secured
with custom screws

Chainless shaft-drive
transmission

Smart-Bikes versus Smart-Docks
Traditional bike share utilizes smart-docks, which are expensive and bulky, for securing
the bike. Social Bicycles places all the locking technology on the bike itself, greatly
diminishing the infrastructure costs and offering enhanced features.

Integrated Lock
Each bicycle is equipped with a robust lock that’s welded to the frame and tracked by
real-time GPS. Unlike other systems, our GPS is a theft deterrent, a data-gathering
technology, and a tool for locating missing or stolen bikes.

Data Collection
Our technology enables route sharing with friends to engage the wider public.
Operators and cities can use this wealth of data to effectively allocate resources and
enable actionable planning.
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What makes the Social
Bicycle a smart-bike?
User-Experience
• LCD screen on each bike
• Large and prominent buttons for easy data entry
• Speakers guide user with audio

Bicycle Access
• RFID reader enables card access and integration with
transit smart-cards
• NFC access with smart phones

Welcome To

Safety and Tracking
• Bright front and rear lighting with reflectors
• Real-time GPS for location tracking
• Accelerometer to detect theft

Robust and Resilient
• Solar power, front hub generator, capacitors,
and battery pack for extra power storage
• Weathersealing against the elements
• Heavy-duty casing protects against hammer impact
• Robust, shatterproof screen
• Custom security screws require unique tools

1) To unlock the bike, enter your
4-digit PIN code at the bicycle

2) Remove the “U” bar and
place it in the holster

3) Enjoy your ride!

rm
to confi
Press 
HOLD
15 min

4) When you are finished riding, lock
the “U” bar around a rack
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What is revolutionary about
Social Bicycles?
Social Bicycles is revolutionizing bike share
by pioneering the ‘smart-bike’ approach.

1965

1991

2005

2013

Dumb Bike

DUMB DOCK

SMART DOCK

SMART BIKE

free bikes
no payment
no protection

coin operated
no electronics
chain security

RFID locks
kiosk POS interface
docking-point lock

3G GSM connection
GPS accelerometer
electronic lock

Wireless connectivity at each bicycle. Not each dock.
Each bike has GPS tracking and an integrated lock that works with regular bike racks.
Members can locate and reserve
bikes using our web/mobile app,
or using the bicycle keypad.
GPS data streamlines operations,
replacing guesswork with hard
data for a more efficient response
to rebalancing and repairs.

SMART BIKES

COMPETITOR
SMART DOCKS
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What enhances the Social Bicycles
rider experience?

1. Create your SoBi profile

2. Select your membership

3. Enter in payment information

Find

4. Set a 4-digit PIN code

Reserve

Ride

Share

Profile

Statements

Industry Leading Software
Social Bicycles provides the richest user experience on both web and mobile. Users
can register on mobile or web, and in person at kiosks. Finding and reserving a bike
is quick and convenient. Users can share ride data on the SoBi platform and on
social media channels like Facebook or Twitter.
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What makes the Social Bicycles
operator experience smarter?
Mapped Ride History

User Management

Bike Management

Maintenance Ticketing

Usage Reporting

Real-Time Fleet Map

Dashboard Statistics

Station Flow Patterns

Best In Class Fleet Management
The Social Bicycles operator platform provides the industry’s most powerful fleet
management software. Maintenance can be tracked and bicycles are GPS enabled.
Usage can be aggregated system-wide and shared with municipalities, enabling
actionable planning on a corridor by corridor basis.
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How does Social Bicycles
activate markets?
Customizable Landing Pages
The Social Bicycles platform comes with a
system website and landing pages specific
to each project location. It includes local
photography, specific brand identity, and
describes all aspects of the program to
engage and direct users. Sections include:
- “Create an Account” or “Sign In”
- How it Works
- Mobile Applications
- Embedded Interactive Map
- Membership Pricing
- Safety Tips and Local Laws
- About Us
- Blog Highlights (with link to full blog)
- And more!

Social Cyclist
The Social Bicycles team has built a
second application which enables the
public to contribute to the feasibility
and site planning process. The app is
called Social Cyclist, and is available for
free download in the App Store and
Google Play store. The public can
provide crowd-sourced suggestions for
bike share station locations, or record
their own GPS plots and view statistics
of their biking trips.
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Kiosks
The Social Bicycles kiosk has a touch-screen for registration, payment, and bicycle
access. It accepts all major international credit/debit cards and is fully Level 1 PCI
compliant.
Kiosks are optional given the smart-bike architecture, and can be installed on a case-bycase basis only at large stations to reduce cost.

Information Panel
The information panel provides additional opportunities for providing public information
and wayfinding. Replaceable posters display the system map, landmarks, transit stops,
and other information relevant not only to bike share users, but also to the general public.

Docks
Social Bicycles use metal racks with no wiring to increase robustness and reduce the cost
of stations. Racks are not vulnerable to extreme weather events and simplify installation.
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A: Racks with Bicycles

B: Racks without Bicycles

C: Racks from a Distance

D: Racks Close-up

E: User Interaction with Bicycle

F: Interaction with Station Map Sign

G: Social Bicycles Sample Bike (Color TBD)

H: Bicycle Control and GPS Lock

